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Although the number of terrorist attacks in Europe  
is declining, the chance of an attack — also in the  
Netherlands — remains very real. This risk is  
evidenced by events such as the recent arrest of seven 
men suspected of preparing a terrorist attack. It is 
further supported, however, by the fact that the coming 
years will see the release of prisoners who are known 
to have steadfastly maintained their violent ideologies. 
‘Terrorist Threat Assessment Netherlands’, a report by 
the Dutch National Coordinator for Security  
and Counterterrorism (Nationaal Coördinator  
Terrorismebestrijding en Veiligheid, NCTV) describes 
the various kinds of terrorist groups, how they operate 
and how international conflicts affect our society.
 

One important finding to emerge from research is that  
geopolitical tensions and societal polarisation serve as 
fertile breeding grounds for (right-wing) extremism and  
terrorism. Rotterdam, like other European cities, is also 
home to young people (and adults) who are susceptible  
to extremist ideas, whether inspired by religion or ideology.  
At the same time, we increasingly see that groups with  
opposing ideologies seek out confrontation in public  
spaces rather than engaging each other in debate. This 
desire for public confrontation impacts the public order 
and safety of  our city.

In our constitutional state, which respects the rule of  law, 
polarisation and extreme ideologies are not prohibited, 
unless they conflict with the Constitution and incite  
discrimination and violence. In which case, immediate  
intervention is both necessary and justified. What we can 
do on the local level is ensure that it does not have to  
come to this. In the 2015-2018 period, we achieved solid 
advances with the ‘Rotterdamse aanpak radicalisering’ 
(Rotterdam approach to radicalisation). We have combated 
polarisation and social tensions, increased the resilience 
of  vulnerable groups and raised the awareness of   
professionals in the city about their key role in  
identifying and preventing tensions and radicalisation.  
The person-centred approach to at-risk youth has also 
been intensified and improved.

Because the threat assessment will not change for the time 
being, we are refining our objectives. We will remain alert 
in the coming period, and we will maintain our intelligence, 
networks and the instruments at our disposal. The complex 
issues of  radicalisation, (right-wing) extremism and  
polarisation require an integrated approach with com-
plementary suppression and prevention activities. This 
document elaborates on the revised Rotterdam approach, 
which requires that every partner in the security chain  

Mayor’s Foreword

and the social arena operate effectively. This document 
was drafted in consultation with the abovementioned 
parties. Together we examined best practices from other 
municipalities and we looked at what science can teach  
us about combating radicalisation. This document also  
includes the recommendations from our interim  
programme scan and evaluations.

Our approach to radicalisation, extremism and  
polarisation has been, and shall remain, distinguished  
by customisation. In the interim, current events, new 
insights and experiences can give rise to other types of  
intervention or new policies. This approach is designed  
to afford us creative and flexible responses. Naturally, we 
will keep the city council and our partners informed about 
our progress and any relevant results.

Ahmed Aboutaleb,
Mayor of  Rotterdam
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1.1 1.1 Current Overview of Radicalisation, Extremism 
and Polarisation

In its most recent report, ‘Threat Assessment of  Terrorism
in the Netherlands’, the NCTV stated that due to the 
breakdown of  the caliphate, the likelihood of  ‘travel’ has 
diminished but the risk of  an attack in the West is still real. 
This threat arises from people who have travelled, been 
arrested during an exit attempt, returned or been detained, 
and from friends and acquaintances who adhere to the 
same jihadist ideology.1 The ongoing threat is reflected in 
the Rotterdam Radicalisation Contact and Advisory Point 
(Rotterdamse Meld- en Adviespunt Radicalisering, MAR). 
Not only has the Rotterdam Radicalisation and Advisory 

1.

Introduction

1) NCTV, Terrorist Threat Assessment Netherlands 46, 11/2017 + DTN 47, 03/2018 + DTN 48, 09/2018 

2) AIVD, Rechts-extremisme in Nederland, een fenomeen in beweging (Right-wing extremism in the Netherlands, a phenomenon in motion), 02/10/2018

Point (MAR) received more cases in recent years, the  
cases (suspects or those convicted of  a terrorist crime) 
have also become more serious.

Rotterdam has been the scene of  several incidents relating 
to radicalisation and terrorism. In March 2016, an individual 
suspected of  plotting a terrorist attack in France was  
arrested in Rotterdam at the request of  the French  
authorities. Forty-five kilograms of  ammunition, weapons 
and narcotics were uncovered in two separate homes. In 
December 2016, an individual from Rotterdam was arrested 
on suspicion of  plotting a terrorist attack. A weapon, heavy 
fireworks and an ISIS flag were found in his home. In April 
2017, a person was arrested who was presumed to have 
joined ISIS in the past. He was arrested because he  
had violated a perimeter ban around the course of  the  
Rotterdam marathon. In July 2018, several newspapers  
reported that a 22-year-old woman from Rotterdam,  
presumed to be returning from the ISIS battlefield, had been 
arrested at Schiphol Airport. During the same time period, 
Rotterdam police arrested two men on suspicion of   
preparing a terrorist offence. And in September 2018,  
seven men were arrested on suspicion of  plotting a terrorist 
attack, two of  which were arrested in Rotterdam.

In addition to the threat from supporters of  violent jihadist 
ideology, extreme right-wing ideology also appears to be 
on the rise. The General Intelligence and Security Service 
(AIVD) publication ‘Rechts- extremisme in Nederland, een 
fenomeen in beweging’ (Right-wing extremism in the  
Netherlands, a phenomenon in motion’) shows that anti- 
Islamic sentiment is dominant in the right-wing extremist 
scene in the Netherlands and that the alt-right movement  
has gained a foothold. Right-wing extremist groups have  
decreased, but the number of  people who have been  
exposed to the ideology has risen. The AIVD has also  
observed online language becoming increasingly violent  
and a substantial fascination with weapons.2 There is also  
an increase in the recorded number of  violent incidents  
motivated by extreme right-wing ideology.

 
Table 2 provides an overview of  the nature of  the nationally 
registered incidents.

MAR Cases

2015 2016 2017 

Number of cases currently 
being processed by MAR 
to the end of the year

62 66 73

Table 1. Number of  cases the MAR processed during 2015-2017

Extreme-Right Violence

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Targeted graffiti 1 6 11 16 8

Threat 8 5 13 8 16

Confrontation 2 4 7 8 7

Destruction 1 1 4 4 7

Arson 0 0 0 0 2

Total 13 17 42 38 45

Table 2. Extreme-right violence (nationwide), by category 2011-2015 Source: 

‘Zesde rapportage racisme, antisemitisme en extreemrechts geweld in  

Nederland’ (incidenten, aangiftes, verdachten en afhandeling in 2016)’  

(Sixth report on racism, anti-Semitism and right-wing extremist violence  

in the Netherlands’ (incidents, reports, suspects and processing in 2016)), 

Verwey Jonker Institute, December 2017
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3) NCTV, Dreigingsbeeld Terrorisme Nederland 47 (NCTV, Threat Assessment of  Terrorism in the Netherlands 47), 03/2018 

4)  Figures from the internal monitor on ‘Rotterdam’s approach to radicalisation 2015-2018’ 

5) Doosje et al., ‘Determinants of  radicalisation of  Islamic youth in the Netherlands’, 2013

The NCTV estimates the risk of  widespread, violent public 
order issues, which are motivated by extreme leftist ideology, 
to be small. However, it cannot rule them out entirely. Intimi-
dation and surreptitious extra-legal actions by extreme-left 
action groups must also be taken into consideration.3 Right- 
and left-wing extremism cannot be viewed in isolation. These 
two extremes tend to reinforce each other’s actions. Extreme 
right-wing and left-wing groups are confronting each other 
more often. A strong link is also evident between Islamic 
radicalisation and right-wing ideology. The current trend 
in right-wing extremist groups is that they are becoming 
more self-assured and are increasingly entering the public 
domain. For the moment, they are mainly entering the public 
space with non-violent or disruptive actions. However, the 
threat of  the extreme-right contingent is unpredictable and 
latent. Extreme right-wing thinking is developing due to the 
prevailing socio-political debates. Four extreme right-wing 
organisations are active in Rotterdam. However, the number 
of  supporters these organisations lay claim to remains  
difficult to determine. So far, the extreme right in Rotterdam 
has made its presence known by participating in demon- 
strations and seeking out confrontations (including during  
extreme-left campaigns).

In addition to incidents related to left-, right-wing and Islamic 
extremism and radicalisation, Rotterdam has recently also 
been confronted with growing polarisation among groups in 
the city. Rotterdam is also affected by international develop-
ments and tensions. Discussions around topics like integra-
tion, immigration, religion and culture continue to intensify. 
And this intensification subsequently widens the distance 
among the groups. Moderate voices appear to be increa- 
singly squeezed out of  the discourse.
Some international social discussions or conflicts generate 
further tension and polarisation within Rotterdam, impacting 
the city’s public order and security. This manifests itself, 
among other things, in demonstrations and has a major 
impact on Rotterdam residents’ sense of  security. Polarisa-
tion also acts as a breeding ground for radicalisation. In the 
Rotterdam threat assessment, polarisation was identified as 
one of  the potential risk elements that threatens to disrupt 
Rotterdam’s society.
  

1.2 Evaluation of the ‘Approach to Radicalisation 
2015–2018’ Programme 

From the start of  the programme, we have worked to expand 
and maintain a network of  key individuals. To date, the 
network consists of  180 people who have consciously com-
mitted themselves to countering polarisation in Rotterdam’s 
society. In recent years, with the aid of  this network, signs 
could be quickly identified and tensions and demonstrations 
could be anticipated. We have also invested developing a 
preventive approach. Over the course of  the programme, 
several projects and initiatives to combat radicalisation, 
extremism and polarisation and to strengthen the resilience 

of  vulnerable groups have been facilitated. Several projects 
have proved successful, such as the theatre performances 
‘Jihad’ and ‘Er zal een stilte vallen’ (There will be a silence), 
but projects like ‘The Way We See’, ‘Weerbaar opvoeden 
tegen radicalisering’ (Resilient upbringing against radicali-
sation) and ‘Vechten voor vrede’ (Fighting for peace) have 
also produced great results. Assessments have shown that 
the projects helped to reinforce resilience, opening sensitive 
subjects up for discussion and strengthening the capacity 
for critical thinking.

A significant amount work has also been done within the 
course of  action for the ‘Information and Training’ program-
me. From 2015 to mid-2018, a total of  1,397 people attended 
a one to three-day training session and 2,601 people were 
informed about the topic.4 Thanks to the many information 
and training sessions, more people have become familiar 
with the Radicalisation Contact and Advisory Point (MAR). 
This is evidenced by, among other things, an increase in 
the number of  reports and requests for advice from the 
MAR. In addition, the Municipal Radicalisation Expert 
Pool (Gemeentelijke Expertpool Radicalisering, GER) was 
established in 2016. The GER consists of  professionals who 
provide intensively personal and tailored support to a case 
(i.e. an individual) or their family/those who remain. The GER 
professionals have managed to achieve close contacts with 
individuals and families alike. This has proved invaluable for 
understanding the radicalisation process,preventing further 
radicalisation and for the municipality’s own flow of  infor- 
mation. The short review above imparts a good impression  
of  some of  the results that have been achieved and what  
the new approach will build on. The document  
‘Rotterdamse aanpak van radicalisering 2015- 2018’  
(Rotterdam’s approach to radicalisation 2015-2018)  
offers an extensive evaluation of  the programme.

1.3 Lessons Learnt

In addition to the results outlined above, the programme has 
led to a number of  lessons learnt and new insights. One of  
which is that our approach to radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation must be more integrated and comprehensive. 
It is essential not only to have an approach that targets 
radicalised individuals, but also to tackle those areas where 
radicalisation flourishes.
And we cannot do this using security services alone. We are 
already focusing on the coherence between our approach 
to radicalisation and polarisation and that of  integration and 
education over the past few years. In the coming years, we 
will strengthen the cohesion among these approaches.
This means that we will adopt a more critical eye when exa-
mining what should be organised to promote security and 
what can be better organised within the social domain. We 
know that experiences of  injustice, threats to group identity 
and relative disadvantages are determining factors in people 
towards
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radicalisation.5 The aim of  social policy is to combat these 
breeding grounds. Members of  Rotterdam’s society are 
working on the ‘Actieprogramma Integratie en Samenleven’ 
(Integration and Societal Action programme). Within 
this programme, attention is paid to strengthening the 
connections between the people of  Rotterdam who have 
different backgrounds, including newcomers and those 
who were born and raised here. In a relaxed society, where 
people feel connected to each other and to Rotterdam in 
particular, people are less likely to radicalise and become 
involved with extreme ideologies. This amplifies the resilience 
of  Rotterdam’s residents. And this resilience is a positive 
factor that influences the efforts to prevent radicalisation, 
extremism and polarisation.

Radicalisation and (right-wing) extremism are not always 
the easiest topics to deal with collaboratively when it comes 
to educating pupils in order to strengthen their resilience. 
However, there is plenty of  investment in citizenship 
education within Rotterdam’s education sector. Elements 
such as critical thinking, reflection and the importance of  
democracy are all part of  these education campaigns. 
These elements are preventative factors that help to combat 
radicalisation processes and to strengthen resilience
against extremist ideologies. That is why in the near future, 
from the perspective of  citizenship, we will focus even more 
on these aspects within the social domain and the education 
sector. In addition to strengthening the cohesion of  the 
approach and cooperation within the municipality, we are
committed to broadening the approach. Although violent 
jihadism remains the greatest threat to security in the 
Netherlands and the democratic legal order, we are not 
ignoring other forms of  extremism. For example, extreme 
right-wing sentiments can provoke insecurity and heighten 
societal polarisation. Left-wing extremist groups also 
regularly disrupt the public order. As part of  our revised 
approach, we are focusing more on all forms of  extremism  
in our courses of  action.
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lead to societal upheaval. This violent behaviour also  
poses a threat to social cohesion and the democratic rule 
of  law. Finally, we want our approach to counteract growing 
polarisation.
  

2.3 Three Strategic Pillars

All of  our efforts correspond to the following three  
strategic pillars: ‘identification’, ‘prevention’ and 
‘intervention and reduction’.

Identification
Together with safety partners, we try to 
identify radicalisation processes, potentially 
violent ideologically-driven behaviour and 
rising polarisation at the earliest possible 

stage. We must ensure that professionals, volunteers and 
the general population of  Rotterdam are aware of  the 
potential warning signs of  radicalisation.
 

Prevention
To prevent people from gravitating towards 
violent ideologies and an exacerbated ‘us/
them way of  thinking’, we are committed to 
increasing the resilience of  Rotterdam’s  

vulnerable citizens and/or groups. We facilitate dialogue 
and meetings as part of  our attempts to combat social 
tensions and increased polarisation.

Intervention and Reduction
When individuals or groups do radicalise,  
we intervene with a person-oriented  
approach. As opposition intensifies and 
tensions grow or (threaten to) escalate into 
public order incidents, we act to channel  
and reduce those tension points.

2.4 The Courses of Action, Interventions and Activities

Our approach contains four courses of  action and multiple 
interventions and activities. 

Depolarisation and Tension Reduction
Polarisation, in the sense of  opposing view-
points, does indeed belong in an open, de-
mocratic society. We will continue to invest 

The Revised Approach

2.

The new approach, which will be operational from  
2018 to 2022, consists of four courses of action.  
Each course of action contains multiple activities and  
interventions. We will describe the intended results for 
each course of action. Finally, the approach has  
an objective, and we work according to three  
strategic pillars.

2.1 The Scope

Based on our experiences from the past few years, the 
lessons learnt from practice, science and an evolving threat 
assessment, we are focusing on a wider approach to  
radicalisation, extremism and polarisation. This means that 
we will pay attention to various forms of  extremism (such 
as right/left-wing, animal rights and asylum law extremism), 
to radicalisation processes and to the most effective and 
far-reaching polarised situations. We will be sure to continue 
with what has proved successful in recent years. We will use 
the knowledge available from science, experts and effective 
examples to strategically offer advice and deal with the signs 
of  radicalisation, extremism and polarisation.

Diagram 2.1 demonstrates the connection between the 
following terms: polarisation, radicalisation, activism, 
extremism and terrorism. This approach focuses on 
radicalisation, extremism and polarisation. We strive to 
prevent terrorism by focusing on these key areas. For other 
approaches to counterterrorism and crisis management, 
individuals are working on physical (security) measures 
to combat terrorism and to be prepared to deal with the 
consequences of  a terrorist attack (combating terrorism and 
increasing society’s overall resilience). We, of  course, 
collaborate closely with other stakeholders and the 
approaches are well-coordinated.

2.2 Objective

Rotterdam endeavours to be a safe city where everyone 
feels welcome and at home. In collaboration with the police 
and the judiciary, the municipality is doing everything in its 
power to ensure the safety of  our city and of  the people who 
call it home. Our approach to radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation augments the work being done to make our city a 
safe and engaging place. We seek to counteract (potentially) 
violent behaviour that is driven by ideology because it can 
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in the network of  key individuals, so that we can identify 
tension hotspots in time. We aim to rebuild relationships 
and to invest in a new, less polarised situation.
In doing so, we support key individuals and communities 
who are de-escalating the necessary conversations and 
steering them toward the right path.

Polarisation Strategy
The polarisation strategy forms the basis 
of  our customised approach to highly 
polarised situations. The Rotterdam threat 
assessment serves as an important starting 
point for the areas we focus on.

In addition, we will continue to monitor new trends and 
developments that affect the growing opposition in our city 
and respond accordingly. Together with our partners, we 
are determining our strategy in the various phases as well 
as its potential implementation, such as facilitating (or or-
ganising) conversations or dialogues. The aim is to enable 
the voices of  moderate groups and people to be heard so 
that tensions do not escalate any further. 

Network of  Key Individuals
A network of  key individuals is crucial to 
identifying rising tensions and possible signs 
of  radicalisation. Key individuals often pick 
up signs quickly because they can easily 
identify what is going on due to the trust they

have inculcated with their communities and their supporters. 
They can also call on their supporters to keep the peace and 
organise activities aimed at countering increasing polari-
sation. We are investing in a broad network that accurately 
reflects the society of  Rotterdam. The network’s key individu-
als all have one thing in common: they represent a peaceful 
Rotterdam where people, regardless of  background or faith, 
can live together happily.
 
As emphasised in the ‘Handreiking Lokaal netwerk van 
Sleutel- figuren’ (Guide to the local network of  key figures)6, 
maintaining regular contact with this network and investing 
in periods of  peace and tranquillity is imperative. This will 
enable us to quickly pinpoint current causes and efforts, 
gather information and coordinate actions. That is why we 

Geopolitical 
developments

Activism

Extremism

Terrorism

Polarisation
Multifaceted 

issues
Bad friends/

networks
(Experienced) 
disadvantages

Discrimination

Breeding Grounds

Intra-legal 
actions

Extra-legal 
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2.1 Diagram featuring the correlation of the terms
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6)  Social Stability Expertise Unit (2018), Guide to the local network of  key figures. 
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have regular contact with the keyindividuals and we support 
the network by holding theme days and training sessions.

Quick scans and Analyses
We perform quick scans to assess the 
extent of  the social tensions or polarisation 
on certain topics, within certain neigh-
bourhoods or districts or between certain 

groups. Based on conversations with key individuals, 
colleagues and professionals in the neighbourhoods, the 
quick scan method enables us to take the city’s ‘tempe-
rature’ rapidly. Beyond quick scans, we also conduct in-
depth analysis on social tensions and polarisation. We can 
assess the municipality’s actions based on our impression 
of  the quick scans and analyses.

Bolstering Resilience against Radicali- 
sation, Extremism and Polarisation 
Radicalisation, (right-wing) extremism and 
polarisation are structural phenomena 
that are not readily eliminated or com-
bated. The solution lies in fundamentally 

strengthening the resilience of  the wider society and the 
different groups against radical ideologies and extremist 
excesses before they take root. Promoting social cohe-
sion, encouraging democratic citizenship, encouraging 
migrants to participate in the labour market and tack-
ling discrimination are all important building blocks in 
strengthening resilience.7

The building blocks are embedded by various munici-
pal departments and policy areas, such as Education, 
Citizenship and Youth Services. Within this programme, 
we focus primarily on group-oriented activities in the 
field of  prevention that promote the resilience of  vulne-
rable groups of  people in Rotterdam. We want to make 
sure that they are less susceptible to radical messages, 
extreme ideologies and ‘us/them ways of  thinking’. We 
work on this in the school and home environment as well 
as the society at large.

Father and Mother Groups
We have interventions aimed at increasing 
(vulnerable) parents knowledge and skills. 
The goal is for these parents to raise their 
children to be more resilient to radicali- 
sation, extremism and polarisation. Aside 

from the knowledge about the above topics, our interventi-
ons focus on creating a positive household climate in one’s 
family, raising awareness of  parenting problems within 
different social contexts, promoting critical thinking and the 
ability to (self) reflect.

Girls and Youth Groups
As a municipality, we ensure that there 
are services available for vulnerable youth 
groups, with specific attention paid to 
girls. We have programmes in place for 
young people who may be susceptible to 

extreme ideologies. In the programmes for these groups of  
vulnerable youth, attention is given to increasing resilience 
to extreme ideologies, nourishing critical thinking and pro-
moting the feeling of  inclusion in Rotterdam’s society.

Educational Programmes
Theatre and film programmes linked to fol-
low-up talks, citizenship classes and dialo-
gue meetings are a highly effective way to 
discuss sensitive topics and taboos. These 
types of  projects have proven effective in 

combating feelings of  deprivation, (experienced) discrimi-
nation, injustice, threats from within groups and stigmatisa-
tion. We mainly offer these programmes in schools, where 
they are often incorporated into the citizenship curriculum.

Promoting Expertise
In order to increase the expertise of  profes-
sionals and volunteers about (right-wing) 
extremism and polarisation, we continue 
to invest in informative meetings, training 
sessions and knowledge carousels.

Information Counselling
We help educate a wide audience of  profes-
sionals and volunteers about our approach 
to combating radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation. During these sessions,

information is provided about the relevant topics, where one 
can go with questions and where to report observations.

Training Sessions
In addition to information sessions, we also 
organise training for professionals and 
volunteers. These training sessions vary in 
length from one to three days. During the 
training sessions, participants discuss to-

pics related to where you can go if  you see troublesome 
signs and what you yourself  can do.

Knowledge Carousels
Three times a year, we organise knowledge 
carousels on radicalisation, (right-wing) 
extremism and polarisation-related 
themes. Experts are invited to these 

sessions to discuss new phenomena and topics with 
members of  our network.

7) Letter to Parliament on the prevention on radicalisation, 26/04/2018
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report under the Temporary Act on Administrative 
Measures to Combat Terrorism (Tijdelijke wet bestuurlijke 
maatregelen terrorismebestrijding) will be coordinated 
with the Minister of  Justice and Security.

Family Support
In addition to developing an approach to 
a case (individual), the MAR also offers 
support to a case’s family. Sometimes,  
this is done to prevent the radicalisation of  
close family members. In other instances, 
the MAR ensures that family members 

receive appropriate support and guidance (the MAR can 
offer a coaching role for the deployed professional).

Approaching Organisations and  
Religious Leaders 
The Municipality enjoys good relations  
with most (religious and cultural)  
organisations. If  there are questions  
about, for example, organising  

demonstrations or meetings, the municipality will contact  
the relevant organisation about this. Unfortunately,  
organisations sometimes provide space for messages  
that are anti-integration and intolerant. This may involve  
religious, cultural and/or online organisations and  
movements. We confront organisations about this  
undesirable behaviour and remind them of  their  
esponsibility to Rotterdam’s society. If  necessary, we  
cooperate with the government, the police and the  
Public Prosecution Service on this. If  there are clear  
expressions of  hatred or calls for violence, enforcement  
is essential. The mayor can, in consultation with the  
Minister of  Justice and Security, implement measures  
such as an area ban. The Public Prosecution Service can 
take action and prosecute cases.

Other
Analyses of  Case Studies and Networks
A biannual analysis is conducted on 
case studies of  radicalisation and 
networks. These analyses give us an 
idea of  the situation in Rotterdam and help 

us implement the most suitable interventions.

Analyses of  Phenomena
In addition to analyses of  case studies  
and networks, we conduct analyses of   
phenomena. The decision to carry out  
phenomena analysis is often due to  
peculiarities in the case studies and  

networks analyses. Examples include analyses of  right-wing 
extremism, radicalised youths or possible returnees.

Countering Radicalisation, Extremism and 
Polarisation in the Online World  
Expressions of  (right-wing) extremism and 
polarisation also occur in the online world. 
That is why, within the various courses of  

action,we include online components to counter this 
manifestation of  radicalisation, extremism and polarisation.

Disengagement and Deradicalisation 
Depending on the severity and the 
phase of  the radicalisation process, a 
person-oriented approach is initiated 
either solely by the municipality or in 
consultation with relevant partners from the 
Rotterdam Rijnmond Safety House. This 

approach can target individuals who have been radicali-
sed by different extremist ideologies. How much someone 
can actually deradicalise is always difficult to determine. 
The aim, therefore, is to prevent further radicalisation and 
to stop radical behaviour altogether (disengagement).
 

Assessment and Interpretation
Every report that comes into the 
Radicalisation Contact and Advisory Point 
is thoroughly examined and recorded in 
the vPGA system. The municipality tries
to interpret an individual’s ideology by 

collaborating with partners and by speaking with the  
individual. It is also important that, together with partners, 
an assessment is made as to whether there is actually a 
risk that the radical behaviour will develop into approving 
of, inciting or using violence. This is done on the basis of  
several indicators, such as distancing themselves from 
people with whom they previously associated, identifying 
with an extremist group, developing a hostile view of  
society, rejecting the established order and rejecting and 
disapproving of  others. The interpretation is indispensable 
to determining which approach to use and which 
interventions to perform.

A Case-by-Case Approach
After the initial information-gathering phase, 
a determination will be made concerning 
the radicalisation and whether the case 
should be presented to the partners in the 
Rotterdam Rijnmond Safety House (VHRR).

The MAR creates an action plan (to prevent further 
radicalisation or to end the radical behaviour) and sets 
up interventions. Implementation, which is on a  
case-by-case basis, is contingent on an assessment  
of  the concerns and risks. The MAR can ask an employee 
from the Municipal Radicalisation Expert Pool (GER) to 
assume personal, intensive supervision of  a case (i.e. an 
individual). The GER professionals receive extensive  
training on how to establish contact with the cases to 
prevent further radicalisation. The MAR can also support 
cases in detention in an effort to put a stop to radical  
behaviour. The MAR represents the municipality in the  
assessment team (weegploeg) and in the radicalisation 
case consultation held by the Rotterdam Rijnmond Safety 
House (VHRR). The Department of  Public Safety (Directie 
Veiligheid) is in charge of  cases in Rotterdam, and the 
VHRR facilitates these consultations. During case con-
sultations for the more complex cases, a person-oriented 
approach is established with the VHRR partners as to who 
will coordinate which actions. The interventions deployed 
for an individual may consist of  assistance, but also 
administrative, civil and criminal measures or a mix 
thereof. If  necessary, the implementation of  measures 
restricting freedom, such as an area ban or a duty to 



2.5 Coherence of the courses of action, activities and interventions and strategic pillars

Strategic Pillars

Courses of Action Activities/ Interventions Identification Prevention Intervention and  
Reduction

Depolarisation and 
tension  
reduction

Polarisation strategy

Network of  key individuals

Quick scans  and analyses

Increasing 
resistance against 
radicalisation,  
extremism and   
polarisation

Father and mother groups

Girls and youth groups 

Educational programmes

Promoting
expertise

Information Counselling

Training Sessions

Knowledge Carousels

Disengagement, 
deradicalisation

Assessment and interpretation

Case-by-Case 

Approach Family Support

Approaching organisations  
and religious leaders

Overig Analyses of  case studies and networks

Analyses of  phenomena

Preventing radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation in the online world

11
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2.6 Desired Results

At a minimum, we want to achieve the following results for 
each course of  action:

Depolarisation
•  The Department of  Public Safety monitors the most 

significant inter-group tensions in the city, responding 
by implementing the polarisation strategy;

• Rotterdam professionals are trained on how to deal with  
 polarised situations;
• An up-to-date, diverse and extensive network of  key  
 individuals that acts as the eyes and ears of  the city for  
 tension and polarisation;
•  The Department of  Public Safety conducts proactive 

and reactive quick scans at least four times a year to 
gauge the atmosphere and tension within the city.

Bolstering Resilience to Radicalisation, Extremism and 
Polarisation
•  The Department of  Public Safety is increasing the 

resilience of  particularly vulnerable groups by directing 
specific programmes and projects at them;

•  With the help of  a subsidy framework, the Safety  
Directorate assesses applications for prevention 
projects based on the intended target group and the 
potential effectiveness of  the project.

Promoting Expertise
• Rotterdam professionals in contact with vulnerable  
 groups can recognise signs of  radicalisation and 
 (right-wing) extremism and they know where to go with  
 questions and reports or where to obtain advice;
• All Rotterdam educational institutions are familiar with  
 the Radicalisation Contact and Advisory Point. The spe 
 cial-task safety officers working within the education  
 sector know how to contact the MAR.
 

Disengagement and Deradicalisation
• Every report made to the Radicalisation Contact and  
 Advisory Point is duly examined and digitally recorded.  
 A report can lead to advice for the individual who sub 
 mitted it or to a case being discussed by the members  
 of  the Rotterdam Safety House. The individual who  
 made the report is apprised of  the steps taken by the  
 MAR;
• Every case receives a thoroughly person-oriented  
 approach, in which all relevant partners play their role  
 (with the help of  an action plan which describes the  
 goal, who does what and which interventions are being  
 implemented).
•  The Department of  Public Safety is prepared for the 

possible arrival of  (minor) returnees, both in terms of  
knowledge and implementation;

• The municipality also has contact with the suspects or  
 convicted returnees who are in detention.

Other
•  The Department of  Public Safety carries out an analysis 

twice a year to gain insight into the case studies and 
the approach to radicalisation and extremism.

•  As best as possible, the Department of  Public Safety 
evaluates the interventions and projects employed in 
the approach to radicalisation and polarisation.  
Evaluations that are conducted:

o Deployment of  the GER;
o The network of  key individuals;
o New preventive projects;
• The cooperation partners value the radicalisation pro-
gramme team for its reliability, flexibility, knowledge and its 
honouring of  commitments.
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Guiding Principles

3.

For this approach, we employ the following guiding 
principles.

3.1 Sustainability

We try to make the approach more sustainable in a variety 
of  areas. Firstly, we are interested not only in the various 
manifestations of  radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation, but we are also working to reduce the 
underlying breeding grounds. We do this in cooperation 
with other municipal departments and partners in 
Rotterdam. Secondly, we want to ensure that interventions 
are successfully implemented within normal policy 
frameworks. This means that we try to incorporate 
interventions from our approach within the municipality’s 
own range of  standard interventions and policies. 
Thirdly, we are committed to transferring our knowledge 
and expertise in this area to volunteers and professionals.

3.2 Information and Knowledge-driven

Performing analyses is an integral part of  our approach. 
Where possible, we evaluate our activities in the context of  
combating radicalisation, extremism and polarisation. We 
continuously ask ourselves whether the activities 
implemented have been effective. And we partner 
regularly with scientists, knowledge institutes and other 
municipalities to assess the effectiveness of  our activities. 
Based on new insights, we fine-tune our approach and our 
activities where necessary.

3.3 Customisation

No clear profile exists for identifying who will be radicalised. 
There are also many breeding grounds and reasons for why 
people radicalise8. Whether situations will become more 
polarised cannot be determined in advance. This means that 
we cannot formulate standardised solutions. We customise 
every intervention and activity included in our approach. 
Based on the question, the need and the problem on the one 
hand and the experiences, (scientific) insights and 
possibilities on the other, we can determine the 
required customisation. And we are flexible and 
creative in our determinations.

3.4 Cooperation

As with other complex social and security issues, there is 
never just one party who has the sole solution. That is why 
it is so vital to foster a shared sense of  responsibility. To 
that end, we work closely with the population of  Rotterdam, 
key individuals, social organisations, security partners, 
ministries, other municipalities and municipal departments.

8) Bakker en Grol, Nederlandse Jihadisten: van Naïeve idealisten tot geharde terroristen, 2017 (Bakker and Grol, Dutch Foreign Terrorist Fighters: from  

 naive idealists to hardened terrorists, 2017)
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Control

4.

4.1 Accountability

Every year, we inform the city council about our progress 
and the results of  our approach to radicalisation, 
extremism and polarisation.

4.2 Finances

The Department of  Public Safety provides an annual bud-
get for implementing this approach. The municipality also 
requests a budget every year from the NCTV to strengthen 
our local approach. At present, we estimate that our total 
budget (municipal budget and reinforcement funds) 
amounts to approximately €800,000 per year. This does not 
include the costs for permanent staff. As per the 
Rotterdam Safety Programme ‘Veilig@Rotterdam’, we 
will focus more on extremism in the coming years. This 
intensification will enable us to pay more attention in our 
approach to all forms of  extremism, the approach to 
organisations, to expanding and maintaining our network 
and to carrying out analyses.

4.3 Organisation

The approach to tackle radicalisation, extremism and 
polarisation is part of  the ‘Veilig@Rotterdam’ programme. 
The mayor, therefore, bears ultimately responsibility for this 
approach. The councillors of  Wijbenga-van 
Nieuwenhuizen, Kasmi and Bokhove are closely involved in 
this approach, since cooperation with the ‘Integration and 
Society’ and ‘Education and Youth’ portfolios is crucial to 
its success. The approach is programmatically 
administered. We work with project plans, expected results 
(on an annual basis) and the deployment required for each 
project. Twelve FTEs are deployed from the Safety 
Directorate’s risk groups team to implement the 
programme. At least two FTEs from the intensification 
assignment also participate in the programme 
implementation. Other municipal departments primarily 
focus on radicalisation, extremism and polarisation’s 
breeding grounds. The staff  necessary to carry out the 
work of  the municipal departments is flexibly deployed.

4.4 Assessment and Reflection

We continuously monitor the activities within our 
approach. As part of  the previous approach, we carried 
out a programme scan and had regular contact with 
scientists and other experts to assess whether the 
approach still met the challenges we faced. We will 
formalise this assessment and reflection methodology 
by appointing a review committee. This committee will 
consist of  experts and scientists who, while holding 
different viewpoints, are highly knowledgeable about 
radicalisation, (right-wing) extremism and polarisation.
We will ask that the assessment committee reflect on our 
approach on a regular basis. The following questions will 
always be central: Are we doing the right things? Are we 
executing them in the correct and most effective way? The 
committee’s recommendations will be incorporated into 
how we implement the approach, which means it can be 
continuously tested against current insights from science 
and from practice.
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Terms

5.

Activism
Activism is the phenomenon whereby individuals or groups 
— generally through lawsuits — act to achieve desired 
changes. Activism becomes extremism when there is a 
conscious intention to commit criminal offences, such as 
threats and destruction.9

Extremism
Extremism is the phenomenon whereby individuals or 
groups consciously go beyond the boundaries of  the law in 
the pursuit of  their ideology.10

Extreme Left
Left-wing extremism is a movement that falls outside the 
existing political spectrum and the limits of  the 
democratic legal order because, for example, violence is 
used to achieve goals or because people use inflammatory 
texts. Extreme-left ideology has (i) a positive orientation 
towards their ‘own’ with an explicitly open attitude towards 
‘the other’; (ii) a style of  aversion and/or opposition to 
established politics and the church, political and social 
codes of  conduct; and (iii) a strong desire to think in a 
utopian manner. Furthermore, proponents of  extreme 
left-wing ideology (iv) do not have an unambiguous image 
of  the enemy. The image of  the enemy stems from the 
struggle against socio-economic inequality and 
exploitation, against the unequal treatment of  women or 
ethnic groups (refugees), against environmental pollution, 
against animal cruelty or — and especially — against the 
extreme right.11

Extreme Right 
Extreme right-wing organisations have a more or less 
pronounced ideology that is characterised by (variants of) 
orientation to their ‘own’, and (variants of) aversion to the 
‘other’, whereby the distinction between their ‘own’ and 
the ‘other’ is primarily based on ethnic differences. This 
ideology is further characterised by a tendency towards 
authoritarianism.12

Violent Jihad 
The armed struggle against alleged enemies of  Islam, 
which appeals to Islamic doctrine for legitimisation.13

Polarisation
Polarisation is the escalation of  opposition between 
societal groups that can result in tensions and greater 
segregation. Various developments can affect this, such as 
incidents involving mosques and synagogues and events 
abroad. An ever-present phenomena in society, polarisati-
on can stir up tensions. It is not always problematic, per se, 
unless it gets so bad that it leads to threatening situations. 
Some individuals, groups or groupings consciously stoke 
polarisation in order to enhance the breeding grounds for 
extremism and violence.14

9) NCTV (2018), https://www.nctv.nl/organisatie/ct/terrorismebestrijding/extremisme/extremisme.aspx 

10) NCTV (2018), https://www.nctv.nl/organisatie/ct/terrorismebestrijding/extremisme/extremisme.aspx 

11) H. Moors, L. Balogh, J. van Donselaar & B. de Graaff  (2009). Polarisation and radicalisation in the Netherlands. An exploration of  the state of  affairs in  

 2009. Tilburg: IVA. 

12) Van Donselaar in H. Moors, L. Balogh, J. van Donselaar & B. de Graaff  (2009). Polarisation and radicalisation in the Netherlands. An exploration of  the  

 state of  affairs in 2009. Tilburg: IVA. 

13) AIVD (2018), https://www.aivd.nl/onderwerpen/het-werk-van-de-aivd/begrippenlijst 

14) Social Stability Expertise Unit (2018), Guide to the local network of  key figures. 
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Radicalisation
The growing willingness to pursue and/or support radical 
changes in society (possibly by undemocratic means) that 
are at odds with, or threaten, the democratic legal order.15 
Radicalisation is a process. This means that behaviour and 
expressions can change over time depending on personal 
developments, interpersonal processes, changes in the 
supply of  radical ideas and changes in (international) 
circumstances. How deeply the ideas are felt and the 
willingness to take action also changes.

Terrorism
Terrorism is the act of  ideologically motivated violence that 
either targets lives or aims to inflict societally disruptive 
property damage. The aim is to effect social change and 
to influence political decision-making.16

Returnees
A foreign terrorist fighter with Dutch nationality or
residency in the Netherlands who has returned to the 
Netherlands or another country within the Schengen zone 
or a foreign terrorist fighter who has residency or EU 
nationality/residence status in a different EU Member State 
that is part of  the Schengen zone who has returned to the 
Netherlands.17

15) AIVD (2018), https://www.aivd.nl/onderwerpen/het-werk-van-de-aivd/begrippenlijst 

16) AIVD (2018), https://www.aivd.nl/onderwerpen/het-werk-van-de-aivd/begrippenlijst 

17) Ministry of  Justice and Security, NCTV & Ministry of  Social Affairs and Employment, ‘Actieprogramma Integrale Aanpak Jihadisme, overzicht  

 maatregelen en acties’ (Action Plan, Integral Approach to Jihadism, overview of  measures and actions), 29 August 2014. 

18) Ministry of  Justice and Security, NCTV & Ministry of  Social Affairs and Employment, ‘Actieprogramma Integrale Aanpak Jihadisme, overzicht  

ww maatregelen en acties’ (Action Plan, Integral Approach to Jihadism, overview of  measures and actions), 29 August 2014. 

19) www.weerbaarheid.nu 

20) 2014, Handreiking aanpak van radicalisering en terrorismebestrijding op lokaal niveau (Handbook on approach to radicalisation and counterterrorism at  

 the local level), NCTV 

21) 2014, Transformatie van het jihadisme in Nederland (Transformation of  jihadism in the Netherlands), AIVD 

Foreign fighter
A person having Dutch nationality or Dutch residency 
status who, with jihadist intentions, has travelled to the 
Netherlands to join a terrorist organisation in a jihadist 
combat zone.18

Resilience
Resilience concerns the ability to set boundaries while 
being respectful of  others. Resilience has a preventative 
effect, preventing the abuse of  power or instances of  
violence. Self-esteem and self-confidence are important 
preconditions for resilience.19 The national action 
programme, the guide for municipalities20 and the 
research into jihadism in the Netherlands21 published by 
the AIVD all consider strengthening resilience to be an 
important aspect of  the preventive approach focusing on
radicalisation. This involves strengthening the resilience of  
vulnerable individuals and groups against the 
persuasiveness of  foreign terrorist fighters. Research into 
jihadism in the Netherlands demonstrates that the 
increased polarisation around Islam contributes to a 
decline in the resilience within Muslim communities 
against radicalisation and jihadism.
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